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Studied Computer Science
Former CTO Managed Services company

5+ years at Red Hat
Red Hat Chairman’s Award winner

Married, 4 pets, motorbikes, fitness
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Leading Change Developer Experience

Platform as a ProductOpen Organization
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1
Start with a market opportunity 
leads to sense of urgency

Build a guiding coalition cross 
organization understanding sense 
of urgency and build vision

Build an army of volunteers, followers 
of your visions via peer-level 
conversation removing barriers

2

3

Success early + often
Sustain acceleration
Institute change 

4
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If you can agree that your customer is the 
constraint and you can accept that you can't 
move faster than the speed of your 
constraint you will immediately understand 
that the way you organize yourself around 
your customer directly impacts your own 
success.

Source: Stefan (me) after having read “Theory of Constraints”
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1

Product Market 
Fit and Organizing 

for customer 
success

2

Customer centricity 
+ Having a plan = 
Joint success + 

Everybody happy
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Product Market 
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Invisible

Visible

Agile Lean Six Sigma

Novelty Common /
Of the 
Shelve

UtilityCustom 
Product

Pioneers Town 
Planners

Settlers

Freedom
Flexibility

Compliance
Standardization

The power of 
Understanding
your value chain
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Your unfair advantage

Differentiation Scale

Standardize, automate
to remove variation

<Your amazing vision goes here>
No distractions allowed!
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Differentiation Scale

Squeezing the tube for high flow and low turbulence

Make sure to remove variation to 
focus on what differentiates you 

here ...

Squeeze here!

Increased # 
of strategies

… so you can do 
more 

experimentation 
here!
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No compromise

Speed:

▸ Freedom

▸ Flexibility

▸ Stay in flow

▸ Cutting edge

▸ Advantage

▸ Innovative

What you/we want to 
deliver to the customer!

Safety without 
speed

Speed without 
safety

Safety:

▸ User experience

▸ Standards

▸ Secure

▸ Compliant

▸ Stable / Available

▸ Trust / Reliable

No compromise
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User 
Experience

Time

Managed Services
Capabilities

Internal Technology 
Platform Capabilities

Team
Capabilities 

“A digital platform is a foundation of self-service API’s, services, 
knowledge and support which are arranged as a compelling product.”

Evan Bottcher
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“Constraints that Enable Innovation”
Alicia Juarrero

Source: Red Hat Open Innovation Stack
Ubiquitous Journey GitOps approach on Github

Flow

Cadence Speed

Frictionless

Autonomy

Self-service

Decoupled

https://www.redhat.com/en/explore/my-open-innovation-lab-stack
https://github.com/rht-labs/ubiquitous-journey
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Any IDE +
Plugins

kubectl / oc / kustomize  
CLIs

Powerful Kube control

Kube-Native IDE
Up and coding quickly

Dev-focused CLI 
Kube support and flexible 

stacks with devfiles

Web Terminal - browser 
access to CLIs

Code / Debug Build and Package Run CI Build Deploy

GIT COMMIT RELEASE

DEVELOPMENT CONTINUOUS DELIVERY

Build CRD

Provide container build 
capability with 

Source-2-ImageI, buildah, 
buildpacks

Application Packaging

Operator Framework provide 
full automated operational 

support
Helm - packaging format for 

simple install handling

Kube-Native CI
Tekton  - webhooks, persistent 

workspaces and credentials 
management for Git & image 

repos, VS Code and Tekton Hub

CI Plugins
● GitHub Actions
● Microsoft Azure DevOps
● GitLab Runner
● Jenkins

GitOps and
Continuous Delivery

Kubernetes leading GitOps / 
CD open source  project 

ArgoCD

Provide opinionated E2E flowsPowerful and
Flexible

“Get out of
my way”

Simple and 
Opinionated

“I just want
to code”

Health Checks
Easily enable k8s probes and 

monitor in webui

Podman Desktop
Dev and run apps locally 

Serverless
Knative Serverless, Eventing 

and Functions 

Service Mesh
Istio, Kiali, Jaeger with 
automatic mutual TLS

Physical Virtual Private 
cloud Public cloud Managed cloud

(Azure, AWS, IBM, Google)
Edge Multi-Arch

Building blocks for your IDP golden paths
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Understanding a 
programming 
language

Understanding 
coding as part of 
the business 
domain

Specific 
commands to do 
something related 
for example spin 
up test 
environment

Source: Fraser, K. et al. (2018) “Cognitive Load Theory for debriefing simulations: implications 
for faculty development”, Advances in Simulation, 3(1). doi: 10.1186/s41077-018-0086-1.
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Understanding a 
programming 
language

Understanding 
coding as part of 
the business 
domain

Specific 
commands to do 
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High value platform service

Enabling the Global Landscape on a Global 
Platform

Lean MVP

What users 
need and 
expect

Old way of 
thinking

Feasible

Usable

Useful

Delightful
Transition using an enabling team
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Your business platform services facilitating the platform economy:
Ecosystem, personalized user experience, full-self-service for participants

Technology Platform:
● Reusable services and standardized consumption patterns
● Success of the platform measured by the success of the teams using the service
● Automated Governance (Security, compliance, integral parts of everything we do…)
● Full-self-service for teams with closed feedback loops for continuous improvement
● Understand position in value chain; provide relevant high order services, be boring!

Physical Virtual Private cloud Public cloud

Infra Layer
(Hybrid 
Cloud)

Platform 
Layer

Application 
Layer

Consumers
Consumes 
platform servicesPlatform 

Economy

Producers
Delivers content 
& Products

(Includes partners and competitors)
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OpenShift on-premises 
platform team

EKS

AWS (public cloud)VMware
(System Integrator)

Team A

Azure (public cloud)

AWS CCoE Azure  CCoE

Many other 
services…

AKS Many other 
services…

Team B Team CIn-house led 
and/or led by 
external party

In-house led 
(supported by 
external experts)

Managed Services

Undifferentiated,
heavy lifting, 

cognitive overload
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Value Stream A

VMware
(System Integrator)

Value Stream B

                 Value Stream C

Governance, risk & compliance

Transitioning services

Platform 
enablement

AWS (public cloud) Azure (public cloud)

OpenShift Core 
on-premises platform 

team

ROSA 
(Red Hat + AWS managed 

OpenShift)

ARO
(Red Hat + Azure managed 

OpenShift)

Data & Analytics services

In-house led 
(supported by external 
experts)

In-house led + 
Managed Services

In-house led 
(supported by external 
experts)

Managed Services

SRE

Internal Technology Platform (as a Product)

Flow of change

Managed cognitive load: 
happy teams, happy customers
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Dev

Ops

Risk

I will help you 
out with the 
risk! 

Happy go lucky. 
All is smooth 
😎🦄

Alright, listen up. We 
need you all to start 
submitting your proof 
via tickets, thanks 👔

That’s amazing! 
Thanks man! 😃

Yeah, rocking as (value) 
stream aligned 
comb-shaped micro 
teams 

Automated 
evidence and 
attestation 
procedure✅

Automated policy 
enforcement 
point 
procedure✅

Automated governance = 
compliance as code + 
policy as code

Continuous Risk 
assessment ♾

Addressing the 
governance 
bottleneck🍼👔

Birth of the Silo!

Removing walls of 
confusion!
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Vision & 
Ambition

SLI, SLO, SLA

Transition 
services

Onboarding of 
applications, 
developers

Customer 
training

Business 
development

Workload 
support

Site Reliability 
Engineering

Customer 
satisfaction

Reusable
services

Dashboards
Metrics

Performance

Leading (“Leiden”)

Feedback loops

Workload 
support

SLA

Site Reliability 
Engineering

Customer 
training

Transition 
services

Business 
development

Operational 
skills Service 

Catalog

Standard 
Services

NPS
Executive 

Dashboard

Being lead (“Lijden”)
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The amount of self-service 
functionality available on the 
platform is a key measure of 
platform maturity
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Open Stream-Aligned Teams

Software Development Quality Engineering Site Reliability Engineering

Open Platform Team

Open Platform Enablement Team

Platform Standards Architecture Reference Team Onboarding

Platform Service & SLAs Maintenance & Updates Service Improvement

St
re

am
- 

al
ig

ne
d 

En
ab

lin
g

P
la

tf
or

m

Complicated 
subsystem 

teams

Complicated 
subsystem 

teams

Spin out as required

Spin out as required Bu
si

ne
ss

 R
es

ul
ts

 M
et

ric
sSoftware Delivery - Golden Signals - Service Availability/SRE - Value Flow Metrics

Platform Availability - Value Flow Metrics

Technology Adoption Metrics
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Catalyzing
inclusive

decision-making

Best idea can 
come from
everywhere

Igniting passion

Let the
sparks fly

Building engagement

What

How

Why

Setting direction 

Motivating and inspiring

Getting things done
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Closed Open

Extreme secrecy

Adherence to hierarchy

Transparency with communities

Inclusive decision making

Sharing by defaultDepartmental silos

Command and control

Release early and often

Cross-team collaboration

Meritocracy

Internal transparency

A continuum



Team objective

Person A

Person B

Person D

Person E

Person CTeam
Objective

Customer 
success

Understanding the aspirations, goals, 
concerns and measurable objectives 
of all your team members enables 
you to form long lasting 
relationships, harmonize and 
collaborate on joint objectives 
dedicated to customer success.

31
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Direction of the 
organization

Technology

(Enterprise) Open Source

Industry / Vertical

Inner source,
(Enterprise) Open source

Company

Inner source

Value Add/
Uncopyable advantage/

Differentiation

KYC, Core-Banking,
(Open banking) Developer Portal,

Checks for regulatory controls

Co-Development

A
do

pt
 O

pe
n 

So
ur

ce
 P

rin
ci

pl
es

 
/ 

W
ay

 o
f W

or
ki

ng

Talent attraction/retention
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Platform Team

Stream-Aligned Team

Stream-Aligned Team

3) Teams collaborating to 
Recommon contributions (eg. 
code) and making functionality 

widely available

“External” Platform

1) Stream-aligned teams 
contributing; iterating existing 

platform services. Fundamentally 
starts with adoption of open 

source principles.

4) Improved platform functionality 
available to all stream-aligned teams 

via the sophisticated platform

2) Stream-aligned teams developing 
differentiating code which would be 

better suited at the platform level (to 
be shared with all…)

5) Stream-aligned teams creating 
value added services which are as 
thin as possible to accommodate 

customers (Thinnest Viable App!)

7) Continuously optimizing the 
sophisticated platform to a 

maintainable thinnest viable 
platform using value chain analysis

0) Re-introduction of basic 
elements as recognized by Team 

Topologies

6) Stream-aligned teams 
maximize value with minimum 
amount of features utilizing the 
resilience of the sophisticated 
core platform
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3) Teams collaborating to 
Recommon contributions (eg. 
code) and making functionality 

widely available

1) Stream-aligned teams 
contributing; iterating existing 

platform services. Fundamentally 
starts with adoption of open 

source principles.

4) Improved platform functionality 
available to all stream-aligned teams 

via the sophisticated platform
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better suited at the platform level (to 
be shared with all…)
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7) Continuously optimizing the 
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maintainable thinnest viable 
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6) Stream-aligned teams 
maximize value with minimum 
amount of features utilizing the 
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core platform

Platform Team

Stream-Aligned Team

Stream-Aligned Team

“External” Platform

0) Re-introduction of basic 
elements as recognized by Team 

Topologies
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Deliver 
value

2

REM
EASURE

3

1

ASSESS

START HERE.

Collect baseline

Open practices used:

Metrics-based 
process mappingSocial contract

Stakeholder mapTarget outcomes

Value slicingImpact mapping

Everything-as-codeContinuous delivery

0

0

1

2

3
EXECUTE
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Leading Change Developer Experience

Platform as a ProductOpen Organization
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Create the conditions 
that make 
transformation possible…

...create conditions 
that make 

transformation inevitable



linkedin.com/company/red-hat

youtube.com/user/RedHatVideos

facebook.com/redhatinc

twitter.com/RedHat

Thank you

Stefan van Oirschot

Chief Digital Advisor

Red Hat

svo@redhat.com

linkedin.com/in/stefan82


